
How social experiences influence the brain
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Social experiences throughout life influence gene expression

and behavior, however, early in development these influences

have a particularly profound effect. In mammals, mother–infant

interactions are the primary source of social stimulation and

result in long-term changes in offspring phenotype. This has

previously been demonstrated in rodents and primates,

however, recent studies in rats have advanced our

understanding of how these influences are achieved at a

mechanistic level, through epigenetic modification, and

provide a model for studying the transmission of social

behavior across generations. These studies emphasize the

importance of a life-history approach to the study of brain

development; incorporating information about genetic

background, prenatal and postnatal maternal care received,

and post-weaning social interactions of an individual, in

addition to the social environment experienced by previous

generations.
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Introduction
Early in development, the parent–offspring relationship

is critical for determining survival of offspring, with the

quality of this relationship being the primary focus of

research examining the impact of social experiences. In

mammals, the mother is the principal caregiver, providing

both nutritional resources and behavioral stimulation to

offspring. Experimental paradigms involving manipula-

tion of the mother–infant relationship have been used

extensively to investigate the nature of the developmen-

tal impact of these interactions, however, these manip-

ulations are often disruptive to offspring development. In

many species, aspects of maternal care show a high degree

of stability and these traits can be quantified and asso-

ciated with more subtle behavioral and neuroendocrine
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outcomes in offspring [1,2]. Use of these approaches has

enabled researchers to address questions about the mole-

cular mechanisms involved in mediating the effects of

early rearing experiences and incorporate studies of trans-

generational effects in their studies. Thus, when consid-

ering the question ‘how do social experiences influence

the brain?’, it is becoming clear that we must take a broad

approach; examining studies using multiple paradigms,

with inter-species comparisons, and using a life-history

approach considering the contribution of genetic back-

ground and social experience throughout the lifespan.

Here, we discuss current understanding of the role of

mother–infant interactions in mediating developmental

outcomes, the interaction between social environment

and genetic background, and the mechanisms mediating

the long-term effects of early social experiences. Recent

work illustrating the impact of social experiences beyond

the postpartum period and the transmission of social

behavior across generations is also explored.

Maternal influence on brain development
and behavior
Though considerations of mother–infant interactions are

often limited to the postpartum period, in which both

behavioral and nutritional aspects of care can be readily

observed, events occurring before birth also have a sub-

stantial impact on brain development and behavior.

Increasing levels of gestational social stress (see glossary)

in guinea pigs, experimentally induced by altering the

stability of group composition by interchanging females

between colonies every few days, alters the behavior and

neuroendocrine function of both male and female off-

spring [3�]. Female offspring are masculinized, displaying

male-typical play and courtship behavior, and have higher

levels of serum testosterone and increased adrenal tyr-

osine hydroxylase activity [4]. Androgen receptors (AR) in

the medial preoptic area (MPOA) and arcuate nucleus

(ARC) of the hypothalamus are upregulated in these

females [4]. By contrast, male offspring of these socially

stressed mothers are infantilized as adults, resting in body

contact with others for longer and integrating courtship

behavior into their play behavior [5,6]. Development of

the pituitary–adrenocortical system is also delayed in

these males and they have decreased adrenal tyrosine

hydroxylase activity, and downregulated ARs in the

MPOA and ARC [5,6]. Thus, social experiences of the

mother can influence offspring development during the

prenatal period with consequences for adult reproductive

function. These effects are particularly relevant in species

such as the guinea pig, which have a prolonged prenatal

period and relatively little postpartum mother–infant

interaction.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Glossary

Cross-fostered: The biological offspring of one mother are

exchanged with same-age offspring of another mother, usually

immediately postpartum.

Embryo transfer: Fertilized eggs are removed from their biological

mother and placed into a host mother who has been hormonally

primed and is capable of implanting.

Gene x environment interactions: Refers to the process in which

particular genotypes might lead to different phenotypes under

different environmental conditions. Likewise, it also refers to the same

environment leading to different phenotypes in individuals with

different genotypes.

Social stress: Induction of increased HPA activity through contact

with conspecifics.
In altricial species, such as rats and mice, which give birth

to young that are still dependent on the mother, maternal

care is predominantly postnatal. Nevertheless, the prena-

tal maternal environment plays a crucial role in shaping the

adult behavior in these species. For instance, gestational

stress (both physical and social) of rat and mouse dams

leads to long-term changes in offspring behavior, typically

affecting hypothalamic pituitary axis (HPA) activity and

cognition in a sex-specific manner [3�,7]. Moreover, it has

been recently demonstrated that male mice of the C57BL/

6J strain develop anxiety and emotional phenotypes

equivalent to those of another inbred strain (Balb/cJ) if

they have been both embryo transferred and cross-fostered

(see glossary) to Balb/cJ mothers [8]. Embryo transfer (see

glossary) alone or cross-fostering alone were insufficient to

generate this adult phenotype. Thus, the role of maternal

factors in epigenetically shaping brain development and

behavior of offspring before birth must be considered,

although in most mammals the majority of maternal care

and infant development occurs postpartum.

Studies of the neurobiological and behavioral conse-

quences of deprivation of maternal care during infancy

in both primates and rodents highlight the role of experi-

ences during this period in the development of stress

responsivity and social behavior. In primates, this effect

has been best demonstrated in Harlow’s artificial rearing

paradigm, in which infant rhesus monkeys are reared in

complete social isolation for periods of 3–12 months [9,10].

Juveniles reared in this environment display marked def-

icits in play behavior, learning impairments, heightened

fear-related behaviors, and behavioral inhibition. These

behavioral effects are associated with a disruption of HPA

activity, even among peer-reared infants deprived of

maternal stimulation but not completely socially deprived

[11]. Similar results are observed in artificially reared rat

pups removed from their mother on day 3 postpartum and

raised in complete social isolation [12,13�]. As adults,

artificially reared pups are more fearful, display cognitive

impairments related to attentional-shifting, and are

impaired in social recognition compared with the behavior

of mother-reared infants. Long periods of daily maternal

separation are also associated with increased stress respon-

sivity and cognitive deficits in offspring [14].
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However, developmental consequences are not limited to

such extreme experiences. Observations of bonnet and

pigtail macaques indicate that juvenile offspring of

mothers who display high levels of affiliative behavior,

such as infant touching and cradling, are more exploratory

and engage in more social contact with conspecifics [15].

Natural variations in maternal care can also be character-

ized in rodents, enabling a more detailed analysis of the

mechanisms mediating these changes [1]. In rats, off-

spring born to mothers who display high levels of licking

and grooming (LG) during the first week postpartum are

less fearful, have an attenuated corticosterone response to

stress, and increased levels of hippocampal glucocorticoid

receptor (GR) expression compared with those of off-

spring of mothers who display low levels of LG [16,17].

Cross-fostering studies indicate that the quality of post-

partum maternal care is crucial for the development of

these phenotypes [18]. Thus, even variations in social

interaction that exist within the normal range of behavior

can produce long-term changes in offspring.

Interaction between genes and social
environment
Although social experiences early in life play a major role

in shaping brain development and adult behavior, indi-

viduals vary significantly in the degree to which they are

affected by these influences. One explanation for this

variability is that the underlying genotype makes indivi-

duals more or less susceptible to the effects of early social

environments. In rodents, such gene x environment (see

glossary) interactions have previously been documented;

inbred strains, for instance, vary in the degree to which

offspring are affected by maternal separation and neonatal

handling [19,20]. Recent molecular genetics work invol-

ving the monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) and serotonin

transporter genes have highlighted the importance of

these interactions in primate and human behavior. In

humans, adult males who were maltreated as children

and who possess a low-activity form of the MAOA gene

(related to the number of variable number tandem repeats

in the promoter region), exhibit significantly more vio-

lence and conduct disorders than males who either carry

the high-activity form and were maltreated, or who carry

the low-activity form but were not maltreated [21,22].

Male rhesus monkeys with a similar low activity form of

this gene demonstrate increased aggression as infants, but

only if they are raised by their mothers; males raised in

peer-only groups are not more aggressive [23��]. In both

instances, increased aggression is observed in male indi-

viduals who have both a copy of the low activity form of

the MAOA gene and were exposed to adult aggression

during development. Likewise, humans carrying at least

one copy of the short form of the serotonin transporter

gene (fewer repeats in the promoter region) have an

accentuated risk of developing depression if they experi-

enced at least three ‘stressful’ life events during child-

hood and adolescence [24]. Rhesus monkeys carrying an
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2005, 15:704–709
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Figure 1

Transmission of maternal care and stress responsivity across

generations. Variations in maternal licking and grooming (LG) are

transmitted from mother (F0) to female offspring (F1) associated with

changes in expression of estrogen receptor a (ERa) in the medial

preoptic area. Differential methylation of the GR17 promoter region

of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) is likewise associated with F0 LG,

resulting in individual differences in stress responsivity of offspring.

Variation in LG of female offspring (F1) is then transmitted to the F2

generation, as are patterns of GR methylation and stress responsivity.
equivalent short form of this gene have higher HPA

activity and adrenocorticotropin releasing hormone

(ACTH) levels during social separation stress when

peer-reared are compared with mother-reared [25–27].

Although these examples of interactions between geno-

types and early environment are striking, we are only

starting to fully appreciate the complex interplay between

genetic backgrounds, social environments and brain

development. Indeed, it is likely that such interactions

will be found to be common and significant to the

development of most behavioral phenotypes.

Mechanisms of social influence on
development
Early rearing environments are clearly capable of exerting

neurobiological changes that persist into adulthood, but

only recently has the molecular mechanism mediating

these long-term effects been explored. Expression of

glucocorticoid receptors in the hippocampus is thought

to mediate the individual differences in stress responsiv-

ity observed in offspring born to high and low LG rat

dams [16,17,28]. Analysis of the regulatory regions of the

glucocorticoid receptor implicates DNA methylation as a

possible mechanism for phenotypic differentiation.

Attachment of methyl groups to DNA blocks transcrip-

tional factors from gaining access to the gene and, thus,

expression of the gene is effectively silenced [29]. This

particularly stable epigenetic modification, which is main-

tained after cell division, is the means by which cellular

differentiation occurs during development. Investigation

of the methylation status of the exon 17 promoter region

of the glucocorticoid receptor (GR17) in hippocampal

tissue taken from adult offspring born to low LG mothers

indicates elevated levels of DNA methylation compared

with that of adult offspring of high LG mothers, which

would certainly explain the decreased level of GR expres-

sion in low LG offspring [30��]. Analysis of the develop-

mental time course of this methylation pattern in the

hippocampus indicates that just before parturition, at

embryonic day 20, and immediately after birth, at day

1 postpartum, there are no differences in methylation of

the GR 17 promoter region. However, group differences

in methylation are evident by day 6 postpartum, corre-

lated with a period of differential maternal LG, they

persist post-weaning at day 21, and into adulthood at

day 90. Hippocampal tissue from offspring born to low

LG mothers who are then cross-fostered to high LG

mothers indicates a methylation pattern corresponding

to the maternal care received during the postnatal period

[30��]. These epigenetic changes, thus, provide a stable

mechanism whereby the effects of early social experi-

ences can persist throughout the lifespan.

Social influence throughout a lifetime:
reversibility
Discussions of the impact of early environment often

refer to ‘programming’, emphasizing the long-term
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effects of these experiences, and the association of epi-

genetic modifications with these effects certainly pro-

vides support for this notion of stability. However,

plasticity exists whereby social experiences later in life

can alter the course of development and, in some cases,

compensate for early deprivation. In rats exposed to

postnatal maternal separation, enriching the post-wean-

ing social environment through group housing with con-

specifics decreases the corticosterone response to stress

and reduces behavioral indications of anxiety [31]. Cog-

nitive deficits, as indicated by performance on a Morris

water maze, of offspring who receive low levels of LG

during the postnatal period can also be reversed using

post-weaning social enrichment [32]. These studies also

illustrate that the modulation of behavioral phenotype by

the post-weaning environment does not involve the same

neural mechanisms that mediate the original deficits.

Social enrichment did not affect the elevated levels of

corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) in the paraventricu-

lar nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVNh) and decreased

levels of hippocampal GR mRNA found in maternally

separated males. Hippocampal N-methyl-D-aspartate

(NMDA) receptor binding in the offspring of low LG

mothers was also not altered by these post-weaning

manipulations [33]. Thus, social experiences beyond

the postnatal period might alter brain development via

alternative, yet equally stable mechanisms.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Transmission of social behavior across
generations
Perhaps one of the most interesting advances in our

understanding of the impact of social experience on

development comes from studies of transgenerational

effects. In primates, frequency of contact with infants

and abusive behavior are both stable maternal traits that

can be transmitted from one generation to the next [2]. In

rhesus macaques, primiparous females who engage in

high levels of abusive behavior towards infants are also

abusive to subsequent offspring [34��,35]. Females born

to these mothers display high levels of abuse toward their

own infants and this pattern of inheritance is observed in

the biological offspring of non-abusive mothers cross-

fostered to abusive females. However, females born to

abusive mothers who are then cross-fostered to non-

abusive mothers are not abusive toward their offspring,

indicating an environmentally mediated effect.

Similar work in rats indicates that female offspring reared

by mothers who are high in LG behavior are high in LG

toward their own offspring, whereas female offspring

reared by low LG mothers are themselves low in LG

[1,18]. There is some evidence to suggest that estrogen

receptor (ER) expression in the MPOA might play a role

in regulating this transmission. Levels of ER a in the

MPOA are elevated among high LG mothers and their

female offspring compared with levels in low LG mothers

and their female offspring [36]. In females, the quality of
Figure 2

The development of behavioral phenotypes. Adult behavior is a product of

Offspring develop differentially according to both maternal care (including n

lactation, and social experiences (predominantly behavioral cues) post-wea

associated with epigenetic modifications of the genome. The relative impac

background, with individuals being differentially susceptible to their influenc

disruptive, neutral or adaptive effects on development. In adaptive terms, th

by, and indicative of, the external physical and social environment. Thus, th

for adult life, whereas in changing external environments, social experience

development via alternative epigenetic mechanisms.
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mother–infant interactions can, thus, affect reproductive

behavior and, as a consequence, be passed on to subse-

quent generations. The implications of this transmission

are that the developmental consequences of early rearing

experience, such as stress responsivity and epigenetic

modification of the glucocorticoid receptor, can be passed

from one generation to the next (Figure 1).

Conclusions
Social experiences provide cues to the overall quality of a

given environment and the status of an individual within

that environment. When there is stability in environmental

conditions over time, these experiences enable an indivi-

dual to predict and possibly be adapted to future condi-

tions, increasing reproductive success and survival [37].

This evolutionary perspective provides an explanation for

the developmental impact of social experiences and a

framework for understanding what particular aspects of

brain and behavior might be the target of regulation by this

feature of an individual’s environment. The influence of

early environment on stress responsivity and social beha-

vior can be interpreted within this context. Disruptions

occurring during the prenatal or postnatal period that alter

mother–infant interactions might indicate a highly variable

environment. Heightened stress responsivity would enable

an individual to respond more rapidly to environmental

change and increase likelihood of survival. By altering

social behavior, these adaptive behavioral responses to

stress can then be passed on to subsequent generations.
the dynamic interplay between genes and social environment.

utritional, hormonal and behavioral cues) during gestation and

ning. Recent evidence suggests that these induced changes are

t of these experiences might be modified by underlying genetic

e. Finally, social experiences during these periods can have

e maternal care received during development might be regulated

rough epigenetic modifications offspring might be better prepared

post-weaning offers opportunities to modify and perhaps reverse
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Perhaps a crucial aspect of social experiences that is

common to humans, primates and rodents is tactile sti-

mulation. Deprivation of contact or decreased frequency

of contact, whether in the form of holding an infant or

licking and grooming a pup, directs development along a

path involving heightened stress responsivity and

decreased social behavior. In artificial rearing paradigms,

provision of licking-like tactile stimulation to rat pups

reduces behavioral indices of anxiety and improves social

learning [12]. Licking and grooming behavior in rats is

associated with epigenetic changes that are thought to

mediate these behavioral phenotypes; however, we do

not yet know whether this mechanism is relevant to other

species or whether these mechanisms can be generalized

to other forms of social interaction. In humans and pri-

mates, social learning is crucial to behavioral develop-

ment and to the transmission of traits from mother to

offspring. Does this transmission involve epigenetic

changes? Recent studies of learning and memory would

suggest that these processes do involve epigenetic

changes, producing long-term effects on hippocampal

plasticity [38,39�]. Studies of the role of epigenetic mod-

ifications in the context of social behavior would, thus,

provide a better understanding of the mechanisms

involved in both mediating the effects of early environ-

ment and transmitting these effects to future generations.

The interplay between genetic background and environ-

ment has clear implications for the developing brain and

hence adult behavior (Figure 2). Recent evidence sug-

gests that social experiences in infancy literally build

upon this genetic background through epigenetic mod-

ification; however, the relevance of this mechanism to

social influence at other periods in development is not

known. Investigations of the molecular mechanisms med-

iating the influence of the social environment from the

prenatal period through to adulthood are necessary to

further our understanding of gene x environment inter-

actions and the role of these experiences in creating stable

phenotypes.
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